Allstar Coaches Cuts Rates for Florida
RV Rentals
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla., Feb. 3 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Allstar Coaches,
Florida’s leading RV rental dealer announced today that it is reducing rates
for Florida RV rentals during the months of February, March and April 2010.
In addition Allstar Coaches is offering all-inclusive Florida RV rental
specials and reduced delivery fees for Super Bowl XLIV in Miami, Sebring and
the upcoming Daytona 2010 Speedweek.
“With Super Bowl now upon us and the Daytona 500 right around the corner,
we’re excited to be able to offer customers our lowest rates ever on our
Florida RV rentals,” said Rob Tischler, President and CEO of Allstar Coaches.
Allstar Coaches has been fortunate to have become extremely busy since the
company was featured on the “road trip” episodes of ABC’s “The Bachelor.” In
order to keep up with the high demand from the Miami Super Bowl and upcoming
Daytona races, the company moved in additional units from its other
locations.
“Since bringing in the extra inventory, we have more coaches available for
rental and are able to really cut our prices,” added Tischler. Local delivery
and pickup for all Broward and Palm Beach RV renters is also offered at no
charge. The company says it has no plans to scrap its competitive price
policy. “Allstar Coaches will always meet or beat any price for a comparable
RV rental and that will not change,” said Tischler.
RV travel has become extremely popular over the past few years and continues
its rapid growth trend. RV rentals offer travelers a luxurious alternative to
expensive airline tickets and overpriced hotel rooms allowing adventurers to
take control of their vacations, and go pretty much wherever they want. RVing
offers the all the comforts and conveniences of home while on the road or in
the most remote of locations. With near perfect weather and world class
destinations and attractions, it’s no wonder why Florida tops the list with
RV enthusiasts.
Allstar Coaches has the perfect RV rental for any taste or budget and offers
Florida RV rentals from its Fort Lauderdale and West Palm Beach locations.
With additional locations opening this year in Orlando and Tampa Allstar
Coaches is poised to become Florida’s largest RV rental dealer. Allstar also
has rental locations in California, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Arizona and Nevada and has the ability to deliver a luxury RV to virtually
any doorstep in America.
For detailed RV rental pricing and information, call 866-838-4465 or visit
Allstar Coaches online at www.allstarcoaches.com.
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